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Student Name _________________________ 
 
 
1. Listen as your teacher goes over the 

instructions.  Write what she tells you. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Write your riddle here. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Write your answer here. 
 
 
 
 
5.  Pretend that your teacher has asked you to paraphrase and summarize (in your 
own words) the directions so an absent student can learn how to play the game. 
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Other Examples to use: 
 

DOG:  "bark" think of "ark" and ask:  What state has the most dogs???  Barkensas!!! 
Think "fur" and ask, what planet is known for its canines?  Furanus!!    
 
Mouse:  cheese, rat, hole, nest, nibble, Mickey 
Example:  What ocean do mice swim in?  The Ratlantic! 
 
Beach:  shell, sand, wave, boat, water, crab, fish, sea. 
Examples:   

 How do scallops greet each other?  "Shello?" 
 What do you call a crustacean holy man?   A crabbi. 
 And of course, what do seagulls have for lunch?  Sandwiches. 

 
Pot: pan, tray, bowl, spoon, cook, recipe 
Example:  What do you call a pot’s great-grandparents?  Pancestors! 
 
Mule: donkey, straw, bray, hoof, tail 
Example:  What fabric does a donkey like best?  Brayon! 
 
Bucket:  pail, water, hole, handle, well 
Example:  What do buckets have when they are sick?  They have a pailment! 
 
Weather: snow, sleet, rain, hail, wind, storm, cloud, calm, sun,  
Example:  Where do most storms start?  In Windianapolis! 
 
Carpenter: saw, hammer, plank, nail, board, wood 
Example:  What kind of meat does a carpenter like?  Planksteak! 
 
Weather: cloud, storm, thunder, rain, hail, sleet, snow 
Example:  What do weathermen wear beneath their clothes?  Wonderwear 
(Thunderwear??) 
 
And you could advance it to use one of the brainstormed words: 
Alaska: ice, glacier, cold, frozen, north, snow 
What religion is popular in Alaska?  That good ol’ Cold-Time Religion! 
What stories do they listen to in Alaska?  Cold Wives Tales 
What kind of clothes do they wear in Alaska?  You got it: Coldfashioned! 


